Advisory Committee for Information Technology
Meeting Notes
10/8/14

MEETING DATE :
ATTENDEES
GUESTS

TIME :

3-4:30PM

L OCATION:

212 KERR HALL

M. Doyle (co-chair), D. Sonnenberg (co-chair), A. Hesse, M. McCue, R. Chandler, B.
Duisenberg, J.Roeth, P. Register, A. Belisario, D. Symonik, T. Lawson, L. Swan (staff)
Lisa Bono, Adele Guerzon, John Bartlett, David Turner

Campus online directory rewrite update [Lisa Bono]

Department information has been added to the campus directory. Sundry accounts (guests, staged,
contractors, temporary staff) are now included in addition to faculty, staff and students. Directory
is now a separate application, folded into CruzID (server is being retired). Go-live is Oct. 20.
Email Lisa with any department information changes/questions.
IdM update/Shibboleth [Adele Guerzon, John Bartlett]

See presentation for details (see pg. 2-10)
Telecommunications Infrastructure Upgrade (TIU) [Doug Hartline]

Most of the infrastructure projects are now complete. Remaining are:
1. Vendor supported E-911 solution
2. SIP trunking through CENIC vs. our current external telephony connections to AT&T and
Calero
3. Resnet with campus network integration
4. Interior Distributed Antenna Solution for in-building cellular at McHenry Library and
BioMed.
Physical Construction:
There have been construction delays due to issues surrounding impacted external ducts and
difficulty obtaining parts and a smaller sized contractor. Despite this, the work is going well.
ITS Cutovers:
Cutovers are being done right after contractors complete the work rather than waiting for a
full completion in order to accomplish as much of these as possible before school starts.
The scope of the project was increased to add wireless in 22 general assignment classrooms.
That work has been completed, but there are issues because of interference with student
owned wireless access points.
Follow up on Google Marketplace Apps [Mary Doyle]

There are four applications under review. One, Lucid Chart, was recommended by the team. A
lot of the campus already uses it. It can be individually turned on and off. See pg. 11-16 for
further information.
ACTION ITEMS

ASSIGNED TO

DELIVER BY

-Next meeting: Wednesday, December 17 10:30AM-12PM 212 Kerr Hall
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ACIT Meeting Notes

UCSC Identity Management
Update
Advisory Committee For IT (ACIT)
October 8, 2014

• Service Delivery

• Email Forwarding for Students
• Self Service Password Reset using a non UCSC
recovery email address for applicants, students,
faculty and staff
• New and Improved Cruz ID Manager

UCSC Information Technology Services

Past 12 Months

• Sundry account requests are now on-line
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• Maintenance/Under the Hood
• Eliminated ‘unsalted/weak’ Blue passwords for
1,480 faculty and staff
• Preparations for UCPath
• Fine tuning of IDM to support the high volume of
activity associated with March 15th (admit
decisions)

UCSC Information Technology Services

Past 12 Months

• Shibboleth hardware upgrade
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• Campus Services
• UCPath

• Security and Compliance
• Application Stability and Robustness

UCSC Information Technology Services

Why We Do What We Do
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Sept 2014 – Aug 2015

Sept ‘14

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan’15

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Campus
Directory
Rewrite
Multifactor Discovery
*Disaster Recovery
March 15th Prep
*SSO & Shibboleth Upgrade
*IDM on Mobile

Aug

UCSC Information Technology Services

IDM 12 Month Roadmap

*Improved Security:
Authorization/Access Controls

UC Path – Development and Testing
*Bugs & Enhancements/Infrastructure Upgrades

* Schedule or Approval is TBD
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UCSC Information Technology
Services

Back Up Slides
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UCSC Information Technology Services
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UCSC Information Technology Services
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UCSC Information Technology Services

Google Marketplace Apps - Overview and Factors to Use to Evaluate Specific Apps
Jane Nyberg 6-13-14, updated 8-20-14, 9-12-14, 9-18-14
This document introduces Marketplace Apps, offers criteria for evaluating apps in the UCSC
domain, and provides an evaluation by the Google Service Team of four individual apps against the
suggested criteria.
Marketplace Apps are enterprise level applications that can be enabled in our Google Apps EDU
environment to provide extra features and services beyond the Core Google Apps. The campus can
determine on a case-by-case basis which of the Apps to turn on. These products are provided by
third party vendors who have partnered with Google under the Google Apps Marketplace
Developer Agreement. If turned on by our system administrators, a Marketplace App would
become available for use in our domain.
Marketplace Apps are NOT covered by the UC/Google contract. Each Marketplace App has its own
Terms of Service which our system administrator accepts when the application is activated. Some
vendors will negotiate a custom TOS if desired.
Marketplace App costs vary from free to over $200K per year.
Since 2012 when the decision was made not to enable Marketplace Apps at UCSC, many more Apps
have been added to the Marketplace with more granular control to allow individual Marketplace
Apps to be enabled while leaving others off. Also in 2012, Google Drive was launched and
developers have created Marketplace Apps that integrate with the Drive environment, so users can
use familiar Drive features with Marketplace Apps.
If general approval is given by senior management, the ITS Google Service team would use normal
change management processes to evaluate, approve, plan, and schedule activation of a Marketplace
App by our system administrator. Other campus stakeholders would be consulted as needed
during the review.
Factors to consider when the service team evaluates a Marketplace App:
What the app does (those that violate policy will not be considered)
Need or requirement/ Who is requesting it
Used by/Population served
Technical requirements
Security/Privacy
User support & training
Terms of Service
Cost
Input from others outside the Google service team
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Examples:
The following tables provide information on the above factors for four Marketplace Apps that we
have looked at so far: Lucid Chart (charting tool for users), Cloudlock (system admin tool, doc
management and encryption), GAT (system admin tool), GAME (email encryption).
Name of the App

Lucidchart - recommended by service team

What the app does

Provides shared Lucidchart documents in which users create and
collaborate on flow charts in our Google Drive environment.

Need or requirement/
Who is requesting it

Create and share flowcharts. Students (with faculty sponsor) asked
for it for an Alzheimers project. ITS staff want it for diagraming
systems and processes. Library has asked for it.

Used by/Population
served

Any UCSC Google Apps user.

Technical requirements

Enabled in the control panel. Used in the Google Drive
environment similarly to Google Docs.

Security/Privacy

Accesses the minimum user account information needed to allow
charts to be stored and retrieved like other docs in Google Drive.
Chart documents are stored on vendor’s system, which as of
6/2014 used Amazon storage. See vendor Privacy statement.
Google was unable to provide the security review offered by
Donna McIntyre.

User support & training

Self-help user documentation and help forums are provided by the
vendor. Users access the app through Drive using standard Google
document management practices. People who have requested it so
far already know how to use it. Similar to Visio.

Terms of Service

Custom TOS can be negotiated. Stanford signed a TOS agreement
with LucidChart for five years. Reviewed by Purchasing. jane does
not see any show stoppers. Should be reviewed by Janine/Julie.
On first use, the UCSC user sees a click through that tells him how
his domain data will be used (ie his Google Apps logon
credentials). He is asked to agree to the Marketplace TOS
and the to the Lucidchart TOS. The vendor does not provide a way
to show the user the custom TOS between UCSC and Lucidchart.

Cost to ITS

Free. Minimal sys admin labor costs. Minimal ITS support costs for
self-help support.

Source of information

Jane’s conversations and emails with vendor. Vendor web site.
Review of TOS with purchasing. Meeting with students and staff
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who want Lucidchart.
Input from others

Purchasing commented on TOS. Escalated to Mary Doyle and
Janine Roeth for input. Google was unable to provide the security
review offered by Donna McIntyre.

Comment

Lucidchart is already available to our users in our domain as an
add-on to Drive for purchase with a credit card, billed monthly;
these could be converted to the free version.
Some UCSC users have signed up for individual EDU accounts with
Lucidchart (generally as part of 10-pack). They log into the
Lucidchart web site, can collaborate with others who have a
license, and can share links to their documents with others at
UCSC.
UC Davis has enabled Lucidchart for all users in their domain, and
so have University of California Press and Stanford.

Service team
recommendation

Enable after review of TOS by ITS privacy team and purchasing.
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Cloudlock, GAT, and GAME MarketplaceApps were reviewed and did not pass the
initial screening to be enabled in the ucsc.edu domain:
Name of the App

Cloudlock

What the app does

Provides admin tools to manage Google Apps documents, Sites, G+.
Selective document retrieval for access without consent. Doc
encryption. Policy enforcement regarding data content.

Need or requirement/
Who is requesting it

Campus counsel asked about selective transfer of Google docs for
access without consent. CCT desire for encryption that prevents
Google from seeing user content.

Used by/Population
served

Sys admins could use it to enforce policy and selectively retrieve
documents, retaining institutional knowledge. Users could use
encryption with docs if it were enabled

Technical requirements

After purchase, enable in the domain. Sys admin needs to learn to
use it.

Security/Privacy

None of our data is stored with vendor, and our admins control the
App locally. Our admins work under our local privacy policies

User support & training

None if used only as an admin tool. Moderate to high if user-facing
features like encryption are enabled and users are trained and
supported.

Terms of Service

Not reviewed since other criteria were not met.

Cost to ITS

$86,063/yr to $137,700/yr for 7500 seats (faculty and staff)
depending on what features are contracted.

Source of information

vendor emails and hangout with vendor

Input from others

security review, budget

Comment

Google has provided some document management features to
business users and may make them available to EDU users.
Jane will track this, so selective transfer of Google docs may
become possible without an outside vendor. Encrypted
documents would be visible to Google before encryption, so does
not meet faculty requirement.

Service team
recommendation

Jane does not recommend Cloudlock at this time since 1) selective
transfer of Google docs may be provided by Google at a future
point without involving a third-party vendor and 2) the
requirement that Google not see encrypted content is not met.
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Name of the App

GAT

What the app does

Administration, document management. Enforcement of data
policy re PII, HIPAA.

Need or requirement

Campus counsel asked about selective transfer of Google docs for
access without consent cases.

Used by/Population
served

System admins

Technical requirements

Turn on in control panel.

Security/Privacy

Account data is stored where Baker Security and Networks (Irish
Company) determines, outside of UCSC and outside of UC-Google
contract.

User support & training

Support center would need to be informed. Not necessary to train
users.

Terms of Service

Not reviewed since other criteria were not met.

Cost to ITS

Free

Source of information

Josh reviewed options. Baker Security and Networks

Input from others

Security review by UCSC security team would be needed. Privacy
and policy review would be needed.

Comment

Even testing the use of GAT in the test domain would involve
exposure of all our account data outside the US.
Google has provided some document management features to
business users and may make them available to EDU users.
Jane will track this.

Service team
recommendation

Jane and Josh do not recommend using GAT at this time because 1)
all UCSC account data would reside with the vendor, and 2) Google
may provide more granular options for selective transfer of
documents in the future.
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Name of the App

Zixcorp GAME

What the app does

Email encryption and policy enforcement

Need or requirement

Provide an easier method of encryption for users than PGP or
S/MIME used with email client programs. CCT asked for
encryption that prevents Google from seeing user content.

Used by/Population
served

Users and system admins in the Google web environment

Technical requirements

After purchase, enable in the domain. Sys admin needs to learn
how to use features..

Security/Privacy

Our data would be stored on vendor’s servers.

User support & training

User training and documentation on how to use encryption

Terms of Service

Not reviewed since other criteria were not met.

Cost to ITS

Through Zixcorp for 7500 faculty and staff accounts at $25 per
seat is $187,500/yr with possible 10% discount bringing it down
to $168,750/year.

Source of information

Zixcorp vendor via email. Vendor phone call with Jane and Josh.

Input from others

Security and privacy review and budget approval would be
needed.

Comment

A subset of GAME features are being offered directly by Google
through a contract between Zixcorp and Google. Zixcorp also sells
GAME directly to customers through the Google Marketplace with
a different pricing scheme and more options.

Service team
recommendation

Jane and Josh do not recommend implementing GAME because: 1)
Encryption key management would not be easier for users than
PGP, unless the recipient is in the same system. 2) GAME through
the Marketplace does not meet the CCT requirement of preventing
Google from seeing the content of UCSC emails.
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